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Abstract 
In this project, we use stereo images to        

estimate depth and use the depth information to        
refocus and simulate fog or smoke in the image. This          
type of simulation is useful for realistic scene        
rendering and animation. We use common techniques       
for depth estimation from stereo images and a novel         
extension of a known technique for fog simulation. 

I. Introduction 
A key component of computer vision in a        

3D world is depth estimation, the ability to determine         
the distance of various objects in a scene. This is          
necessary for augmented reality scenes to be       
rendered, for automated navigation, or any other task        
where a computer interacts with the real world. In         
addition to the practical purposes, depth estimation       
also allows for artistic applications, such as       
refocusing images and other similar effects. 
 

II. Related Work  

Adding fog to images and 3D scenes has        
been implemented using various techniques. Sun, et       
al., [1] introduce a model intended to capture the         
physical properties of fog. They describe fog as water         
droplets in the air which scatter the ambient light.         
The more distant an object in the image, the more fog           
there is for the light from that object to travel          
through, and therefore the more the light is scattered.         
They model this with a combination of two images:         
the original, undistorted image and an entirely white        
(or gray) image representing the ambient light. Each        
pixel in the resulting image is a weighted        

combination of these, with greater weight given to        
the white image for pixels that are more distant. 

Guo, et al., [2] also use the atmospheric        
scattering model, but change the weights to be less         
homogenous, even across pixels at the same depth.        
They add Perlin noise to the fog, in order to add           
heterogeneity. 

Depth estimation is also implemented using      
many different techniques. A common technique,      
used for example by Scharstein and Szeliski, [3] is to          
use the disparity between stereo images. Two images        
are taken of the same scene, with slight displacement         
of the camera between capturing each image. The        
disparity of an object’s position in each of the         
resulting images will be greater for objects closer to         
the camera. 
 

III. Pipeline 

Our pipeline performs two tasks: depth      
estimation and fog simulation. 

 
Fig. 1 — Pipeline, consisting of six steps 
 
The first step is getting the stereo images,        

for which we mainly used the Middlebury Computer        
Vision Stereo Dataset [4]. From the stereo images,        
we calculate the disparity for each pixel, which is         
defined as the displacement of the pixel of the same          



object. After applying ADMM with a TV prior, we         
have the depth map.  

The weight map is calculated based on a        
physical model, which will be discussed in Section V.         
Blending blurred image and the original image based        
on weight map gives us the rendered image. 

 

IV. Depth Estimation 
The principle behind our depth mapping is 

dual vision. If the same object is observed by two 
cameras displaced slightly, the object in both images 
will also have a displacement in the same direction as 
the cameras (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2 — Illustration of disparity, which results        

from different angle of observation [5] 
 
Based on the stereo images (Fig. 3A/B,       

4A/B), we used a disparity function in Matlab as the          
basis of disparity map, which takes into account only         
the displacement in horizontal direction. In addition       
to considering displacement in vertical direction, we       
calculated disparity in different color channels as       
well as gradient of pixels in both directions and take          
their average. (Fig 3C, 4C) 

Because the disparity map is very noisy, and        
contains a lot of void pixels, whose disparity is not          
reliable. We applied alternating direction method of       
multipliers (ADMM) with a total variation (TV)       
prior, which uses the augmented Lagrangian: 
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In this formula, is the calculated depth   x      

map, is the disparity map given. is the gradient x0      xD    
of in both directions. [6] and are coefficients x      λ   ρ    
in Lagrangian, in our experiment, they are set        
respectively as 10 and 0.05. is a map of the degree     V        
of reliability for the pixels, for example, if the         
disparity of a pixel is invalid, then the corresponding         
element in  is 0.  is calculated as such:V V  
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The disparity for invalid pixels are set as a 

very large negative value by default, which will result 
in a reliability of 0. 
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Fig. 3 — Stereo images with a mannequin head.         
A/B: original stereo images; C: disparity map; D: depth         
map 
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Fig. 4 — Stereo images with an indoor piano.         
A/B: original stereo images; C: disparity map; D: depth         
map 

 
The depth map (Fig. 3D, 4D) generated is much more          
uniform than the disparity map, while a few artificial         
points still exists. But it is generally a good result for           
the next step.  
 

V. Fog Simulation and Refocusing 
In order to ensure that our fog simulation        

was working correctly, we applied it to the depth         
maps we produced, as well as ground-truth depth        
maps from the Middlebury dataset. 

For fog simulation, we used the atmospheric       
scattering model used by Sun, et al. [1], however we          
extended it further by adding a blurring factor. This         
extended model allows for refocusing and fog       
simulation to be implemented together or      
independently. It also can produce more realistic fog        
simulation, since atmospheric scattering also causes      
blur. 

Our model is expressed by the formula: 
 

J (x) = I (x) · 1[ − W (x)] +
α[ · B (x) + (1 )− α · C (x)] · W (x) (5.1) 

 
is the original, undistorted image.I (x)      B (x)  

is the image after being blurred with a Gaussian         
kernel. is an entirely white (or gray) image C (x)         
representing the ambient light. A weighted      
combination of these three images creates , the      J (x)   

resulting image with simulated fog. The weighting of        
the images depends on , which is described    W (x)     
below, and , a parameter controlling how much the  α        
fog adds light versus blur. If , there is only a      α = 1      
refocus or localized blurring effect, and no ambient        
light. If , the fog has no blurring effect, and this  α = 0          
formula becomes more similar to that used by Sun, et          
al. 

The weight matrix determines how   W (x)    
much each pixel is drawn from the distorted image,         
rather than the original one. The weight matrix can be          
constructed in two ways: flat fog or local source.         
When producing a flat fog, depends only on     W (x)     
the depth map. We used a similar formula to that          
used by Sun, et al.: 
 

W (x) = e−2.3×D(x) (5.2) 
 

In this formula, is the depth value at   D (x)       
that pixel. This weighting allows for greater fog        
intensity at more distant pixels. 

When producing a local-source fog, this      
depth-based weighting is used and is multiplied with        
a weighting based on the position of the pixel. The          
formula in this case is: 
 

e eW (x) = e−2.3×D(x) − σx 
(x−px) − σy 

(y−py)
(5.3) 

 
In this formula, and are the chosen   xp   yp     

fog source location and and control how    σx σy   
quickly the fog fades in each direction. Using this         
local-source fog allows for simulating smoke due to        
fire in a specific location, or some other kind of          
localization. 

To implement refocusing (bokeh effect), the      
rendered image and the weight matrix W(x) is        
calculated differently. First in Eq (5.1) is set to 1.   α         
Then the formula used is: 

 

 W (x) = 1 − 1( − D(x)−D| f|
max D(x)−D{| f|})

t
(5.4) 

 
In this formula, is the reference depth,   Df      

which is set to the depth where an object should be in            
focus. Adjusting will produce images with  Df      
different focal distance. Adjusting parameter t, the       
power coefficient (set to 6 in our code), will create          



the effect of a camera with different depth of field. In           
short, this equation makes objects that are farther        
away from the focus have greater weight from the         
blurred image. It also ensures that the weight changes         
smoothly around the focus, like a real depth of field          
effect. 

Some results are shown in the images       
below:  
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Fig. 5 — Mannequin head. A: Original Image; B: 
Focused on background; C: Focus on mid-ground; D: 
Focused on foreground 
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Fig. 6 — Indoor piano. A: Original Image; B: 
Focused on the closest corner of the chair; C: Image with 
general smoke effect; D: Image with smoke effect localized 
near bottom left corner 
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Fig. 7 — Outdoor patio. A: Original Image; B: 
Image with general fog effect; C: Image with a low 
intensity fog; D: Image with fog effect localized near upper 
left corner 

 
 

VI. Discussion 
In conclusion, we built a pipeline for fog 

simulation and refocusing based on stereo images 
taken by two cameras displaced by a small distance. 
First, the disparity map was calculated based on the 
displacement of objects in both images and optimized 
by applying ADMM with TV prior. Then, based on 
the depth map, we blended the ambient light constant, 
blurred image, and original image together to produce 
a fog effect or bokeh effect. 

The physical model of fog we use is very 
comprehensive, by tuning the parameters we can 
simulate different fog simulation or control the range 
of fog for local source simulation.  

Refocusing effect is also realistic, but the 
blurring is only tuned by changing the ratio of 
original image and the blurred image. An 
improvement can be using a depth-based Gaussian 
filter. 

We also tried to build our own dual camera 
and used the image it obtained to implement pipeline. 
However,  the images were very badly calibrated. 
Since the objects were too far away, they deformed 
differently in the images, which made the disparity 
map very difficult to calculate. 
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